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Nightly Prayer of Eleanor Roosevelt-a prayerful lady. who for two years chaired and
guided UN delegates forming the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
6)ur Father, who has set a restlessness in our hearts and made us seekers after that
which we cannot fully find forbid us to be satisfied with what we make of life.
:Draw us from base content and set our eyes on far-off goals.
Keep us at tasks too hard for us that we may be driven to you for strength.
Deliver us from fretfulness and self-pitying;
make us sure of the good we cannot see and of the hidden good in the world
6)pen our eyes to simple beauty all around us and our hearts to the loveliness people
hide from us because we do not try to understand them.
Save us from purselves and show us a vision of a world made new."
Source: Encounter www.abc.net.au/rn/reli/endstories/s642595.htm
Sunday I I August. 2002
Speaker Prof. Maryanne Glendon
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A worldwide survey was conducted by the UN. The only question asked.
> was:
>
> "Would you please give your honest opinion about solutions to the food
> shortage in the rest of the world?"
>
> The survey was a huge failure ...
>
>
> In Africa they didn't know what "food" meant.
>
> In Eastern Europe they didn't know what "honest" meant.
>
> In Western Europe they didn't know what "shortage" meant.
>
> In China they didn't know what "opinion" meant.
>
> In the Middle East they didn't know what "solution" meant.
>
> In South America they didn't know what "please" meant.
>
> And in the USA they didn't know what "the rest of the world" meant.

20 years ago the great anthropologist MargaretMead wrote

"NEVER l)OVDTTHAT A CONCERNEDi
G,ROVPOFTHO'VGHTFV1.
CONCERN£DC1T1ZENS CAN CHANGE
THE WOnlll:JND.££l)JT'S THE ON(Y
THING THAT EVER HAS.~·

In the late 90's, the Hague Appeal for Peace was a campaign led by civil society.
As former Sec Gen Kofi Annan has stated, there is nothing that civil society, working in
partnership with governments, cannot accomplish.
"There are no limits to what the campaigns of tomorrow can achieve - campaigns not yet born,
for causes not yet articulated, championed by hearts and minds still unformed. And it is often
those single-minded enough to beli~ve their mission to be the most important, who are also likely
to make it the most successful." (14jUfy1998)

This photo of Derry's
"Reaching Out" sculpture
symbolises the good will
and cooperative efforts
towards reconciliation in
this North Ireland city.
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BRISBANE CONFERENCE

2008
.John Langmore

The 2008 National Conference was engaging, stimulating and revitalising. The conference
organisation was highly accomplished for it was carefully planned; held in the attractive and prestigious
Queensland Parliament House; addressed by a range of well-informed speakers on topics of crucial
importance; attractive to a wide range of participants, including some new to the UNAA; and generated a
buzz of discussion and conviviality. The theme, The future is in our hands, challenged participants to
identify what each of us could do to strengthen international peace and justice. A few high points will
illustrate the quality of the event.
The conference was opened with a gracious welcome by the Queensland Premier, Anna Bligh: and
the new Governor of Queensland, Penny Wensley, gave a memorably fme keynote address. As a former
Australian Mission member and later Ambassador to the UN, Penny reflected on her experiences and began
by saying that if the UN fails and disappoints in some areas it delivers and succeeds in others. Lessons she
had learnt which are relevant to seeking Security Council membership and other international goals included
aiming to position oneself effectively to influence events.
.£he concluded that she was optimistic
about the future Of the UN because in an increasingly interdependent world its role must expand. 'The UN
is still the most legitimate instrument for upholding international norms and values. But it needs charrwions
and advocates to raise awareness of the issues it addresses and what it does well'. By also attending ~d
presenting awards at the concluding dinner, Penny made a major contribution to the stature of the
conference.
Jean D'Cunha, the Regional Director ofUNIFEM, spoke with passion and expertise about the
destructive impact of violent conflict on women and children. The explicitness of her descriptions was a
shocking reminder of the horror of situations with which UN agencies have to deal. -
Bob McMullan, the Parliamentary Secretary for International Development Cooperation, emphasised
the importance of strengthening commitment to international norms throughout the region and pointed to the
tiny representation of women in many Pacific country parliaments as one area needing attention. His
examples of applying more imagination to aid oroiects were strikinQ.
An authoritative panel of speakers demonstrated vividly the growth of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere and necessity for swift, strong and effective measures to reduce emissions. There were also
highly pertinent discus~: 'Jns on a number of other issues such as sustainability, life-long education, cultural
preservation, youth and international governance but it is not possible to summarise them all. In short,
Virginia Balmain and her organising committee are to be wholeheartedly congratulated on their fme
organisation of this outstanding conference. '
I,

I'

Sheila Hill, VP UNAA
Moretti) , writes :

(sa~[who

attended the Confce from Adelaide with Rosemary McKay and Lidia


"The National Conference in Brisbane really inspired and re-energised me. It converted me from being the
epitome of a Climate Change "Skeptic" - though a
longtime conservationist - into a true believer through the scientists' clear explanation of the world-wide
research.
So many of the speakers, eg, Penny Wensley, had actually worked with and for the UN that they were
credible in their assessments of the UN strengths and
weaknesses, yet fUlly behind the only vehicle we have to try to hold this world together. They were people
who have given and are still giVing years of their lives
to try to make this world a better place.

"Looking back it was the people at the Conference that gave it such an impact. The speakers
yes, but also the delegates, young and old, who believe so emphatically in the worth and work
of the UN. Some of the insights were so candid that I felt I was being let in on the reality of
the two letters "UN" with all the difficulties of bringing together so many cultures and values.
From Eleanor Roosevelt's prayer at the be!~inning to the wonderful Aboriginal "Lord's
Prayer" sung at the dinner the atmosphere -.vas one of hope for the future and strengthening of
our resolve to make our own difference by "blooming where we are planted" It was a
privilege to be there. " .
I

I
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Universal Declarations of Human Rights 60th Anniversary

The United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights were adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly in 1948. The Charter defines how the United Nations should operate. The Universal
Declaration was the first in an extensive body of human rights law promulgated by the United Nations, that sets
standards for the treatment of women and children, disabled persons, minorities and other vulnerable groups,
protecting them from all kinds of discrimination. Then in 1966 followed the two International Covenants: The
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Nearly all
nations have ratified these Covenants. In addition, the United Nations has some 80 conventions which deal with
such matters as genocide, refugees and racial discrimination.
One ofthe most recent additions to the UN body of human rights law is of course the Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples. Australia was one of just a four nations that voted against this. The others were Canada,
persuaded by Australia, New Zealand and the United States. The change of government in Canberra now means
that Australian Aborigines may enjoy the protection offered by this new declaration.
As 2008 also marks the 60th anniversary ofthe founding ofthe World Health Organisation, the Right to Health
has been suggested as a theme for celebrating Human Rights Day this year. An electronic copy ofa relevant
fact sheet can be downloaded from the aHeHR website at:
• hhtp:llwww.ohchr.org/Documents/PublicationslFactsheet31.pdf
• hhtp:/lwww.ohchr.orgIEN/Publications/pageslRecentPublications:aspx

For Indigenous communities around the world, the right to health is paramount; certainly this right is important
for our Australian Aborigines, with a 17 year discrepancy in life expectancy compared with the rest oft he
nation, as well as other alarming health statistics.
Posters of the Universal Declaration
For schools and other organisations that may wish to celebrate the 60th anniversary in some way, the
UNAA can offer poster size copies of the Declaration for display purposes. These may be borrowed from
our office by phoning 8226 4141, emailing mail@unaasa.org.au or writing to UNAA SA, 220 Victoria
Square, Adelaide SA 5000. In addition, copies of the Declaration at A4 size are also available.
RI-l

INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE POTATO
Lunch
When :.

Sunday, 21 st September 2008
12.30 p.rn

Jane/the Potato lunch was a UNAA SA event It was the brainchild of one of our
executive members and a volunteer, Sathavy Suos.She came as a refugee from
Cambodia over 25 years ago and was sponsored by several families and church
groups. They are all very close and a number of them came to support Sathavy.She
loves cooking and caters very well. She trained as a nurse on her arrival and works part
time as an agency nurse. She and her husband are Buddhists She and I arranged it
together. Her concept was to bring communities together around their use of the potato
in their cooking, We also worked with Margaret Hess with her refugee communities.We
had food from her African groups; Sheila Hill arranged ·for some Afghani foodjanother
UNAA Exec member who is a Bahai,brought some Persian food and others of us
brought food as well_
Sathvy decided to combine it with observing the Int. Day of Peace; Archbishop /
Emeritus? Len Faulkner marked this. As Sathavy did not want to charge anything I
organised the raffle to cover costs, which we did.
Next year is the Int Year of Fibre and Sazthavy is already planning another community
HJ S
event I
•
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PROFIT - $ BILLIONS...SALARY - MILLIONS and Crying Poor...
Paul Hellyer was Deputy Prime Minister ofCanada - twice. In 1999 he launched a book
here in Adelaide. One ofthe chapter headings read: "Third World War ~ People v. Banks",

------------------------------------------------------------------David Shearman was Professor ofMedicine at Adelaide University - and, later, President of
the Conservation Council ofSA. He wrote an excellent book ((GREEN or GONE",
Here is an excerpt:
Most people take money to mean paper money - US or Australian notes for examples. In the case of Australia, in 1995 notes
made up only six per cent of the money supply of 323 billion dollars, a paltry 19 billion dollars. However the Australian money
supply increased by about 21 billion dollars in 1995. This increase in money is not an increase in money created by the Aus
tralian government's Reserve Bank, but merely a creation by the private banks. Indeed, it is believed that bank lending
(including credit facilities like credit cards) is ten times the amount banks receive in deposits. Royal Commissions investigating
the banking system in Australian, Britain, Canada and New Zealand have confirmed this. It is for this reason that Sir Josiah
Stamp of the Bank of England said earlier this century:

Banking was conceived in iniquity and born in sin . .. Bankers own the £3rth. Take it away from
them but leave them the power to create money and, with a Elick of tlle pen, they will create
enough money to buy it back again . .. Take this great power away from them and the great for
tunes like mine will disappear, and they ought to disappear, for then this would be a better and far
happier world to live in ... but if you want to continue to be slaves of the Bankers and pay the
cost of your own slavery, then continue to let Bankers create money and control credit.
Abraham Lincoln said that creating and issuing money was not only the supreme prerogative of government,
but its greatest creative opportunity. Throughout the West various economic reform groups - such as
COMER (Committee on Monetary and Economic Reform, Canada) have been working on this program for
nations to regain control of finance from the private banks. This is a long and painful battle because we
live in an age of privatisation. The regaining of financial control by governments - who in tum must be
subjected to strong democratic control - is a necessary step in the creation of sustainable societies.
David Shearman's "GREEN OR GONE"

THE

TOBIN

TAX

This Tax, proposed by Nobel Prize winner James Tobin in 1978, seeks to impose a foreign
exchange impost of (perhaps) 0.5% on transactions to 1) deter speculative dealings and 2) to
raise funds for international purposes - eg UN, relief of poverty etc
Interestingly, UNAA strongly advocated to the UN and the Australian government in 1999 the
adoption of the Tobin Tax.
This year, in response to the federal government's Green Paper on climate change, we
suggested the Tax be implemented as a trust fund under the UN to assist peoples suffering
from sea-level rise, and other climate change effects. Canada and the European Union seem to
be close to favouring this measure.
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UNITED NATIONS

NATIONS UNIES

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
MESSAGE ON UNITED NATIONS DAY
24 October 2008

On this 63 rd anniversary of our Organization, I join you in celebrating UN Day.
This is a crucial year in the life of our United Nations. We have just passed the
midpoint in the struggle to reach the Millennium Development Goals -- our common
vision for building a better world in the 21 st century. We can see more clearly than ever
that the threats of the 21 st century spare no one. Climate change, the spread of disease
and deadly weapons, and the scourge of terrorism all cross borders. Ifwe want to
advance the global common good, we must secure global public goods.
Many countries are still not on track to reach the Millennium Development Goals
by the target date of2015. I am also deeply concerned about the impact of the global
financial crisis. Never has leadership and partnership been more important.
This makes our success at the high-level MDG event in September all the more
remarkable. We brought together a broad coalition for change. Governments, CEOs and
civil society. We generated unprecedented conimitment in pledges and partnerships to
help the world's poor.
The final tally is not in yet, but the total amount pledged at the MDG event may
exceed 16 billion dollars.
Partnership is the way of the future. Just look at the advances on malaria. Our
global malaria effort has brought us within range of containing a disease that kills a child
every 30 seconds. It is doing so through focused country planning. Greater funding.
Coordinated global management. Top-notch science and technology.
We need models like these to tackle other challenges, including climate change, .
as we approach the conferences on Poznan and Copenhagen. We need them to achieve all
the other Millennium Development Goals.
Let us keep building on this as a way forward. There is no time to lose. The
United Nations must deliver results for a safer, healthier, more prosperous world. On this
UN Day, I calion all partners and leaders to do their part and keep the promise.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of th.e Human Rights Coalition will be held
On: Thursday 27th November
At 5.30 p.m.
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ICAN - International Campaign against Nuclear Weapons
Dear lCAN Partners
There have been a few significant developments in the last week from lCAN that
we wanted to let you know about.
1. Assoc Prof Tilman Ruff appointed NGO advisor to Gareth Evans as Co
chair of the International Commission for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament. This appointment affirms the influence and respect that ICAN has
gained, and is the first step in involving NGO voices in the Commission's
work. Two further international NGO advisors are expected to be announced
soon.
2. Model Nuclear Weapons Convention championed by UN Secretary
General.
UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon outlined his five key steps to disarmament this
week. The first was
"I urge all NPT parties, in particular the nuclear-weapon-states, to fulfil their
obligation under the treaty to undertake negotiations on effective measures leading
to nuclear disarmament. They could pursue this goal by agreement on a framework
of separate, mutually reinforcing instruments. Or they could consider negotiating a
nuclear-weapons convention, backed by a strong system of verification, as has long
been proposed [at the UN] ... I have circulated to all UN member states a draft of
such a convention. which offers a aood ooint of deoarture."
• Australia is one of only 9 countries who do not support a resolution asking
Israel to cede to the NPT (Read).
• Australia this year joined the bUilding consensus to decrease the operational
readiness of nuclear weapons (with 133 other countries).Read

(UNAA is heartened to learn that UNYA (youth) has taken up this issue as No.1
on its 2008-09 Policy Agenda)
October:

Drafting session (1) for Blue Paper on Youth Involvement in the
Nuclear Weapons Disarmament and Non-Proliferation Process.
26th : Workshop on "Disarmament and the Right to Peace" at Amnesty
Youth Conference, Adelaide.

November:

Panel debate on the role of civil society in nuclear disarmament
(politicians, advocacy groups, academics)

Commission to push tocus on
nuclear disarmame"nt:Smith
The work of a new nuclear non-'
proliferation commission will
encourage a renewed international
focus on nuclear disarmament,
Foreign Minister Stephen Smith
says.
The International Commission
on Nuclear Non-proliferation and
Disarmament (ICNND) held its
first meeting in Sydney on Monday
October 20.
In Canberra, Mr Smith
announced the Government
would give $3.5 million to the
commission, which Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd proposed in June after
visiting Hiroshima in Japan.
The commission is co-chaired
by former Australian Foreign
Minister Gareth Evans} and former
Japanese Foreign Minister Yoriko
Kawaguchi.

May you
The commission will focus first
on ensuring the 2010 Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
review conference is a success.
Its long-term aim is the
complete abolition of nuclear
weapons.
"We think the timing might just
be right for some success in this
area;' Mr Smith told reporters.
"It's a very strong commis
sion."
Mr Rudd and Mr Smith
met with the commissioners at
Kirribilli House in Sydney on
Tors/en BlackwoodlAFP/Getty Images

Sunday night October 19.

Former foreign minister Gareth
Evans co chairs the leNND.

" ......

tall as a tree,
be as strong

as the rock Uluru,
As gentle as
the morning mist,
hold the warmth
of the campfire
in your heart
Creator Spirit
always
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Elizabeth ike
Aboriginal Elder
Permission ACSJC
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Ecuador Approves New Constitution: Voters Approve Rights of
Nature
Ecuador Follows Lead of U.S. Communities: First Country in the World to Shift to Rights
Based Environmental Protection, Working With Legal Defense Fund

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
By an overwhelming margin, the people of Ecuador today voted for a new constitution that is the first
in the world to recognize legally enforceable Rights of Nature, or ecosystem rights.

fhe Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund is pioneering this work in the U.S.,
where it has assisted more than a dozen local municipalities with drafting and adopting local
laws recognizing Rights of Nature.

Ecuador is now the first country in the world to codifY a new system
ofenvironmental protection based on rights. With this vote the people
ofEcuador are leading the way for countries around the world to change
fundamentally how we protect nature.

History .... May '99

(after the then Federal Gov't increased the
woodchip quota by one million tonnes from 5.25m)

Woodchips - - Green Fury

•

Comments re the present Gunns' situation are not to hand. •

•

"A terrifying and bloody decision" [Senator Bob Brown] " ane
a virtual blank cheque to faceless woodchip companies·
"A disaster for our native forests: [Australian Democrats]
"Breathtakingly stupidI" [Wilderness Society]
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And then. the dawn Is slill ogoln-ond
another miracle of nature emerges.

~nd 'ee this
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"What I see in Nature isa magnificent
structure which we can comprehend
only very imperfectly, and that must fill
a thinking person with a feeling of
humility. "
Einstein, in a letter, 1944/5
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A NEW UNAA! (from our National President)
• the Australia-United Nations Parliamentary Group had its first meeting today. Melissa Parke MP was
elected Chair, Senator Russell Troad, Vice-Chair and Senator Davtd Feeney Secretary.
• Her Excellency Quentin Bryce has accepted our invitation to be Patron of the UNAA; and
• The Dept of Foreign Affairs and Trade has allocated $45,000 to the Association to establish three UN
Associations in Pacific countries during 2008-09.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Hon Stephen Smith MP and Melissa Parke are speaking at a dinner of
the UNAA in Canberra on the evening of 23 Oct. It might be worth passing this news on to your Divisional
members.
With delight at these developments and warm wishes, John
John Langmore
National President

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
(Excerpts from a poem by Edwina Gately who has visited Adelaide twice from USA)
'0mlZrica thlZ blZ8utiful - salutlZ thlZ flag,
whillZ thlZ lin~
at thlZ ~oup kitchlZn,
all ragglZd and ~hamlZd,
grow IonglZr and longlZr in wintlZr'~ cold dusk.
'0mlZrica thlZ blZautiful - salutlZ thlZ flag,
and in thlZ darklZnlZd hallwags
thlZ old folks huddllZ
undlZr g~tlZrdag's paplZrs
claiming a stronglZr,
rising dollar.
1'1mlZrica thlZ blZ8utifui -1'1h. bury, bury your fl8g,
until small~l of gour childrlZn
clm rai~lZ it up IhlZmg,lZlv~.

Th is· a b i Iity Ric"ard Kipsang Kipioben
l'1n deafblind. Take my disability and make it work
Don~t-'5L(jfil· me for. it may hurt
I'm deafblind, but I'm teachable, trainable,·I'm
In fact I'm useful to you and society
Oh no, Not helpless and problematic
But I'm very active and quite energetic

educa~le

I'm deafblind, but don't cast me into an eternity of total'
dependency
NorJure me into a world of fantasy
Certainly; I have a disability and 1 don't deny it's reality
Nevertheless I must not resign to a life of pity
. Nor leave the rest of my life to despair
. Use the skills I have to develop my capacity
Oeve/opmy potential with training
I'm deafblind but don't dwell on my limitations for failure
Rtlther strel1gthen my weakness for progress
Leave what I can't do for that's a reality
But appreciate what I do for it's a strength
I'm deafblind but allow me to participate for it's empowerment
Empowennent is nothing else but a way to liberty

•
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T oughen up GM food labelling, say scientists

to

Q: Should there be mandatory labelling laws to advise
consumers if food contains ingredients from genetically
modified (GM) crops?

SAGFIN - South Austn GENETIC FOOD INFORMATION NETWORK
Here in SA we are fortunate to have the above organisation to keep us informed on
GM crops and foods. Ms Pola Lekstan is the reliable spokesperson.
State and Federal governments have promised an independent review of food labelling laws, which
will revisit the "traffic light" system of labelling for salt, sugar and fat content.
The review was agreed to in principle at the Australia and New Zealand Food Regulation Ministerial
Council in Adelaide on Friday and will also examine the issue of labelling all food sourced from
genetically modified crops.
The decision coincided with an open letter signed by 15 internationally recognised scientists
protesting over Australia's comparatively lax labelling laws for GE food, sent to the federal Health
Minister, Nicola Roxon, last week.
The letter calls for an urgent independent review of Food Standards Australia New Zealand, noting
that the authority is one of only a few regulators in the world to have approved every single
application it has received for GE products.
Many other countries are passing more stringent food labelling laws controlling GE foods but
products such as oils, starches and sugars still require no labelling in Australia.
One of the letter's signatories, Dr Judy Carman, a director of the Institute of Health and
Environmental Research, said the decision not to mandate the labelling of GM oils was based on
FSANZ's flawed belief the oils do not contain DNA or protein.
Meat, milk, cheese and eggs produced by animals that have been fed genetically engineered crops
are also exempt from labelling.
"

"There is strong scientific evidence that FSANZ is wrong and that these animal products should be
labelled," she said.
The separate issue offront-of-pack traffic-light labelling will be examined in the proposed review.
The labelling system is loathed by many food manufacturers because it identifies products high in
salt, sugar, saturated fats and total fat through a simple code using red, amber and green spots.
The issue is complicated by the absence of any regulation mandating the labelling of trans fatty
acids.
These are more harmful than saturated fats, yet under the proposed traffic light system these would
still be classified under total ,fats.
Last week the Australian Medical Association added its weight to the trans fats debate, backing
legislation introduced by the Greens in the NSW Parliament to move towards a total ban, as
Denmark has done.
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PEOPLE OF INSPI

TION .....

Natasha Simonsen, 2008 Rhodes Scholar of Sydney Uni,
works for UNICEF in Islamabad, capital of Pakistan.
"I visit the jails around the country, inspecting the conditions
for women and children (under 8) as well as for
juveniles ... she says. Conditions ... are "absolutely horrific".
As part of her Rhodes Scholar studies at Oxford University,
Natasha will be studying civil law and philosophy, with a
strong interest in human rights and child protection as part of
her course.
Being also involved in the welfare of women who have been
the victims of acid attacks by their husbands, it is
understandable that part ofNatasha's experience has been
learning to cope and remaining effective in such situations.
Invaluable support has come from expatriate aid workers and
Pakistani friends.

Hu Jia . .. a Chinese dissident, was awarded the top
European Union human rights prize. Previous recipients
include Burma's Aung San Kyi. The EU Parliament
considers it vitally important for human rights activists to
know that the majority of its delegates support their efforts.
. Hu spoke out at the time of the Olympics and was imprisoned
including "solitary" and chains. As a devout Buddhist he was
sticking to a strict vegetarian diet, which caused him
nutritional problems in prison.
The formal award ceremony which carries with it a 50000
Euro cheque, will take place in Strasbourg on Dec.I? Will
Hu Jia's wife, under virtual house arrest now, be permitted to
attend?

Alice McGrath, former Loreto College student,
acknowledges that the education she received at the College
prepared her for taking up the cause of those 'unable to help
themselves' .
Her university, studies in arts, language and law took her to
the Youth Court where she began her passion for helping
young people in conflict. At this time, she was also a lawyer
for asylum seekers housed in Woomera, SA.
Alice's caring approach has led to her working with both
Aboriginal, Mongolian, and Solomon Islands youth. She
appreciates learning what life is like when you are not in a
country where basic human rights are recognised ...

•
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United Nations Day Dinner

Oct. 19 th

The U.N. Day Dinner was again celebrated at Ming's Palace, where about 100 guests
enjoyed a Chinese banquet. M.C. for the evening was Rosemary McKay. Our guest
speaker was to be Dr Lynn Arnold, Director of Anglicare and former Premier.
Because Dr Lynn had voice problems, his speech was read by our Patron, Sister
Patricia Pak Poy. Fortunately Dr Arnold had sufficient voice to answer questions
relating to his subject matter.
During the evening, the 2008 UNAA Award was presented to Peter Faulkner by
national Vice President Mrs Heather Southcott.
Our Silent Auction raised $1180 , and the Raffle $427. We thank those who donated
prizes. Our funds were augmented by $2,500, which was most welcome.
It was a happy evening, brightly chaired, with good food, a stimulating address, great
conversation and fine friends.
.
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